In the flywheel charging-control system, there exists the flywheel motor's nonlinearity, variable elements etc, which leads to the problem of parameter tuning of PID controller of its charging-control system's revolving speed loop. In this study, I will introduce an optimizing way based on modified genetic algorithm for the flywheel charging-control system PID controller, which by means of simulation and performance index quantization to observe its optimizing performance and convergence characteristic, so that we can check the feasibility and effectiveness in the flywheel charging-control system. It turns out that tuning PID controller parameters based on modified genetic algorithm has a better rapidity and stability, which proves the feasibility of the modified genetic algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the high energy density, independence of external environment and high efficiency, the flywheel accumulation system was widely applied to the new energy power generation by scholars at home and aboard in order to improve quality of electric energy (Wang et al., 2011) . The flywheel accumulation system's charging (accumulation energy) model is accomplished by controlling the flywheel motor, which is the transformational bridge of systematic electric energy and mechanical energy. Therefore, the control of flywheel accumulation system working in charging model can come down to the control to the flywheel motor. There is a literature (Tang et al., 2008) used permanent magnet motor as the flywheel motor, applied i d = 0 vector control strategy to realize the continuous control of the charging model in flywheel accumulation system. In i d = 0 vector control system, due to the flywheel motor exists nonlinearity, multivariable, coupling and other character, it has a little hard in revolving speed loop PID controller parameter tuning and it is difficult to get a better controlling effect by the traditional parameter tuning. Besides, the study about the flywheel accumulation system is just in a fledging period, it is not impractical to control the flywheel motor only by tuning PID parameter in experience.
There are lots of ways of tuning PID parameter: Ren and Xu (2008) had applied a modified particle swarm optimization PID controller to rotational speed control of permanent magnet brushless DC motor and got a satisfied control effect; Wang et al. (2004) had applied artificial neural network to parameter optimization of PID controller and it turned out a great control effect; Hsiao et al. (2004) had used ant colony algorithm in optimizing of PID controller parameter and proved its feasibility according to simulation analysis.
The genetic algorithm is based on natural selection and theory of heredity in biosphere and a kind of selforganization and self-adapting AIT (artificial intelligence technology) of solving problems by means of imitating biological evolutionary process and mechanism in biosphere. Because it is easy to think, easy to realize and robust, genetic algorithm has been widely applied to optimization, machine learning, planning and design, self-adaption control, IT and engineering practice (Ge et al., 2008) .
The flywheel charging-control system and PID controller: The flywheel charging-control system mainly based on the flywheel motor control and always uses the control model of i d = 0 vector control as the flywheel motor. We use i d = 0 vector control strategy in this study, building the flywheel charging model control system, whose control block diagram as shown in the Fig. 1 ( CAO et al., 2011) .
The process of control : rotor-position sensor detect rotor's angular position θ r while calculating speed ω r of rotor; the D-value of revolving speed detect value In the flywheel charging-control system, inputting control system the D-value of revolving speed by PID controller, as the system's input end, PID controller's performance has a major effect on system control effect. Therefore, it is important to optimize the flywheel motor's PID controller for increase the performance of the flywheel charging-control system. PID controller is made of proportion, integration and differentiation element. According to theory of PID controller's control algorithm, it combines the proportion, integration and differentiation linearly and forms controlled variable, so that we can control the controlled object. The relation between PID controller's output and the deviation signal can be shown in Eq. (1):
where,
GENETIC ALGORITHM
GA (genetic algorithm) sets out from a population in the name of problematic possible potential disaggregation and a population is made up of amount gene coding individual. Every individual is a characteristic entity. After the first population coming into being, according to the principle of survival of fittest, it has evolved a better approximate solution from generation to generation. In every generation, select individual by individual fitness in problem area and with the help of Natural Genetics' genetic operators to do crossover and mutation to produce population which stands for new disaggregation. This process will lead population to be like natural evolution, the later one is more adaptable to environment than old one and it can regard as the approximate optimal solution of problems according to the decoding of the last generation population's optimal individual (Ge et al., 2008) .
The flow of SGA (standard genetic algorithm) is shown as Fig. 2 (Ge et al., 2008) :
The design of modified GA (genetic algorithm) PID controller: The main step of PID controller parameter tuning based on modified GA is:
Step 1: Encoding: Before optimizing parameter, GA codes the variables, forming a certain length of character string. In this study, we use realnumber encoding, GA based on real-number 
Step 2: Producing initial colony: Randomly produce N initial character strings, every string is individual or a chromosome. N individuals consist of a colony. GA set these N strings as initial point to start iteration:
Step 3 
When PID control overshoots, F is shown as Eq. (5):
where, ω 1 = 0.999, ω 2 = 0.001, ω 3 = 2.0, ω 4 = 100.
Step 4: Selection: Using elite selection combined with roulette, if the fitness value of the optimal individual in the next generation is less than what in current generation, then copying the optimal individual or individuals whose adaptation value was more than the next generation and replace randomly or replace the worst corresponding quantity individual in next generation.
Step 5: Crossover: For the checked individual, according to an interleaved mode way to exchange corresponding gene of two strings, produce two new individual, which combine the performances of their elder generation. The arithmetic crossed method in this study, the Step 7: Convergence estimate: If it reaches convergence standard, then using the string which has highly value of adaptation serves as searching result; or return to step 3 and repeat the process above.
Step 8: Decoding: Decode the optimal string into realistic physical parameter. In this study, we use real-number encoding which means needn't decode. So the optimal individual we got are PID three parameters
SIMULATION REALIZATION AND ANALYSIS
According to the research result, we would know the flywheel motor could be presented as a second- order system and the flywheel charging-control system transfer function (Wang et al., 2007) is shown as Eq. 
Taking of individual number N as 30, evolution algebra T, after 100 generation's evolution and we can know the optimal parameter K p is 1.6398, K i is 0.3704, K d is 0.9896 and the optimal value F of target function is 14.6527. Figure 3 is the flywheel motor's step response curve of modified GA, Fig. 4 is the optimal curve of target function. Now taking rise time t r , overshoot σ%, accommodation time t s (±5%), the number of oscillation μ as indicator of the effect measure and the values are shown in Table 1: According to Table 1 and Fig. 3 , we can know: modified GA absolutely can optimize the flywheel charging-control system and the rise time and accommodation time is short, which has a better rapidity; overshoot, the number of oscillation is 0, meaning it has perfect stability.
CONCLUSION
It is necessary for the PID controller, if it is supposed to get a better control effect, to adjust 3 control issues of proportion, integration and differential. The modified GA can solve the problems of PID parameters optimization in the flywheel chargingcontrol system which has nonlinearity, variable elements and other characteristic. Due to the modified GA not only inherit intrinsic simple thought, easy to realize, the obvious robustness and other characters, but also has a great improvement in veracity than the traditional GA, there is a better development space in the flywheel charging-control system. 
